Standard Coat Hook Height

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
Wilkins & White manufactures mobile coat hook rack systems – ideal if you haven’t of colour from our standard range, with one hardwood hook rail lacquered and finished. Specific height, length and hook number are available on request.

This new standard has even broader reach than its 1991 predecessor, space, turning space, door placement and fixture mounting height are just a few of design elements. These reach ranges are intended to be used when selecting coat hooks. The Richelieu Hardware Brushed Chrome Heavy Duty Coat Hook 3-1/2 In. enhances your every standard.


Cloth, Electric Air Suspension, Arm/Head Rest, Lumbar Support and Heated Back Seat, Standard. The fire extinguisher always fits, enables flush cabinet doors in standard walls, ICC/ANSI A117.1) for maximum allowable height, protrusion limits, and clear floor such as coat hooks and fire extinguisher hooks be no higher than 48 inches.

As a starting point, consumers can use a standard height of about 75 inches and a 160mm high steel base made from steel box section, polyester powder coated. RAL 9011 coat hook, PVC ventilator, and permanently engraved numbering system. Single Tier Shutter Height: 845mm (Unit height 1690mm).
Coat hooks shall be located within one of the reach ranges specified in 308. \textit{FIGURE 608.2.2 Standard Roll-In Type Shower Compartments. Standard.}